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OBJECTIVE

The end-to-end (E2E) testing method enables understanding the difficulties and uncertainties in treat-
ing any specific case type. This study was focused on bilateral metallic implant cases.

METHODS

The study was performed on a cylindrical phantom of Perspex with holes for implant inserts. Two stain-
less steel metal rods of 7.5–8.0 g/cc mass density were inserted in the phantom. The ionization chamber 
CC13 was kept at a 5 cm depth in the phantom. The phantom was scanned on a computed tomography 
simulator in pelvis protocol with a 1mm slice thickness. The scans were imported to the contouring 
station without applying artifacts correction. Chamber volume was contoured as gross tumor volume 
(GTV); margin to GTV, clinical target volume, and planning target volume were created. Four isocen-
tric plans (Conventional, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy[3D-CRT], intensity-modulated 
radiotherapy [IMRT], and volumetric-modulated radiotherapy [VMAT]) were generated for two Linac-
sTruebeam (TB)-sTx and 2300-CD. The conventional plan was a single anterior field, 3D-CRT was four 
field box techniques, IMRT was seven field plan, and VMAT was with two complete arc. Pre-treatment 
verification was done using CBCT. Four plans were created on helical tomotherapy with different pre-
scriptions and delivered using MVCT guidance.

RESULTS

In conventional plans, variations were −1.40%, −1.57%, and for 3DCRT, variations were −5.08% and 
−4.93%, for IMRT, the differences between measured and TPS doses were 1.84 % and −1.55% for VMAT 
plans, and the variations were 0.68% and −0.88% for TB and 2300-CD, respectively. The tomotherapy 
plans with gradient showed deviations more significant than 3%. Similarly, the variations for single pre-
scription plans were within 3%.

CONCLUSION

The phantom design used in the test provided a comprehensive understanding of simulation and deliv-
ery problems.
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INTRODUCTION

Multiple physical ailments and cancer, an old-age dis-
ease, have been caused by changing lifestyles, eating 
habits, and work cultures.[1] After the age of 40, people 
tend to have bone weakness, slipped disks, and osteo-
porosis. These patients may require surgical interven-
tions to stabilize their bone fractures, misalignments, 
and prosthetic implants.[2] Osteoarthritis damages the 
hip joints, and the patient needs artificial joints. Differ-
ent metallic alloys are used to make artificial implants.
[3] Globocan-2020 data indicate that in this popula-
tion, 10.7% of Colorectum and 7.3% of prostate cancer 
cases are added annually.[4] The probability of patients 
with metallic implants undergoing cancer treatment is 
high. Stereotactic body radiation (SBRT) in prostate 
cancer and short-course radiotherapy in colorectum is 
the standard of care for these sites.[5]

Intensity-modulated radiotherapy (IMRT) and 
volumetric-modulated radiotherapy (VMAT) are ad-
vanced treatment techniques that involve multiple lev-
els of computer and manual interferences to execute the 
treatment delivery.[6] Patient-specific quality assurance 
(QA) is integral to high-end treatment modalities. The 
patient-specific QA is performed using point dose mea-
surements, fluence measurements, and computer algo-
rithms.[7,8] The point dose and fluence measurements 
are carried out on homogeneous phantoms, which do 
not account for any heterogeneity inside the patient.

Patients having metallic implants pose multiple 
problems during radiotherapy treatment. The streak 
artifacts in simulation images cause difficulty in 
identifying the organ borders, leading to inaccurate 
target and organ-at-risk delineation during contour-
ing.[9] The dose calculation algorithms do not ac-
count for any artifacts in computed tomography (CT) 
images, causing wrong dose calculation.[10,11] The 
treatment delivery also requires multiple imaging for 
treatment setup verification; the artifacts also create 
issues while verifying the setup.[12]

The end-to-end (E2E) test includes all the steps in 
patient treatment. It starts with positioning, imaging, 
contouring, and treatment planning and ends with 
setup verification and delivery. The test includes all 
the systematic and random errors in the treatment 
procedure and is one of the best ways to check the 
overall uncertainty.[13] Brodbek et al.[14] performed 
an E2E test using Ruby phantom and validated mul-
tiple target treatments by point dose measurements. 
Furuya et al.[15] did a multi-institutional E2E test 
study for spine SBRT. They concluded that the treat-

ment dose could be calculated within ±5% despite the 
metal inserts inside the phantom. Zakjevskii et al.[16] 
developed a head and neck phantom to validate the 
IMRT treatment. These studies motivated us to con-
duct an E2E test on hip prosthesis cases.

In this study, we used an in-house phantom having 
provisions for the implant. The phantom was designed 
to study the E2E treatment delivery issues in bilateral 
hip implant patients. The study used three different 
treatment delivery machines (Truebeam [TB], Clinac 
ix, and helical tomotherapy [HT]) from two vendors to 
avoid and understand the problems associated with the 
other vendors and within the same vendor.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Phantom Design
A phantom was designed to simulate the human pel-
vis geometry with different insert options, as shown in 
Figure 1a. It was cylindrical with a length of 21 cm and 
a diameter of 20 cm and made up of polymethyl meth-
acrylate. A hemispherical head of diameter 20 cm was 
also attached to the phantom’s superior part. To simu-
late the femur implants, two stainless steel rods, right 
(length = 22.7cm, diameter = 2.1 cm) and left (length = 
20.9cm, diameter = 2.1 cm) of 7.5–8g/cc mass density, 
were inserted into the phantom.

Dosimetry System
The point dose verification method was used to per-
form the dosimetric verification. The CC13 ionization 
chamber (0.13 cc) (IBA Dosimetry, Germany) was kept 
at a 5 cm depth from the anterior surface of the phan-
tom.The lateral distance from both implants was 5cm.

Simulation and Contouring
The phantom was positioned on the CT scanner couch 
and aligned with the help of lasers for proper setup. The 
setup position was marked with radio-opaque mark-
ers. The CT scan was performed on Somatom Sensa-
tion open (Siemens Healthneers, Germany) and was 
reconstructed in 1 mm slice thickness. The planning 
scans were exported to the contouring stations Eclipse 
(Version: 15.5, Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA). 
The different target volumes were delineated to simu-
late the anatomy and treatment geometry. The chamber 
volume was contoured and was termed as gross tumor 
volume (GTV); a clinical target volume (CTV) was 
created with 5mm uniform margin around the GTV, 
and a further 7mm uniform margin to it was the plan-
ning target volume (PTV). The metallic rods were con-
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toured and named RT implant and Lt Implant. Streak 
artifacts were contoured in a structure called an “arti-
fact.” These contours were used in the planning optimi-
zation and evaluated for dosimetry.

Treatment Planning
Two different planning systems were used to create the 
treatment plans: Eclipse treatment planning stations 
for Varian machines (Version:15.1, Varian Medical 
Systems, Palo Alto, CA) and Accuray Precision soft-
ware for HT(Accuray Precision 2.0.1.1,[5] Accuray Inc. 
Sunnyvale, CA).

Planning on Varian Machines
TBsTx (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) was an 
advanced linear accelerator capable of delivering con-
ventional, three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy 
(3D-CRT), IMRT, and VMAT treatment techniques. 
The machine was equipped with high-definition multi-
leaf collimators (HD-MLCs), having a maximum trav-
elling speed of 2.5 cm/s. It had a collimator Jaw tracking 
system and operated on a digital platform. HD-MLCs 
consists of 60 pairs of MLCs leaves; 32 pairs in the center 
had an isocenter projection of 2.5 mm, and 14 pairs on 

either side which had an isocenter projection of 5 mm. 
The second machine was the Clinac-ix series, 2300-CD, 
also known as the rapid arc(RA) from Varian (Varian 
Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA), which could also de-
liver advanced treatments similar to TB. This machine 
had millennium multi-leaf collimators(MLCs),which 
consists of 60 pairs of MLCs leaves; 40 pairs in the cen-
ter had an isocenter projection of 5mm, and ten pairs 
on either side had an isocenter projection of 10mm. The 
leaves travel at the same speed as HD-MLCs and was 
operated on an analog platform without jaw tracking. 
Each plan was created separately for both machines. 
The plans were calculated using a 2.5 mm grid size and 
analytic anisotropic algorithm version(15.6.06).

Conventional Treatment Plans
The conventional treatment plans were created using 
the 6MV photons, 10×10 cm2 field width with gantry, 
collimator, and couch angles set to be zero. The moni-
tor unit (MU)-based calculation method was used, and 
300 MUs were used to calculate the plan. The beam did 
not face any implant in its path but passed through the 
streak artifact created by the implant to deliver the dose 

Fig. 1. (a) The phantom image, (b) the implanted rods, (c) the CBCT and CT image Matching axial view, (d) the 2D-MV 
image of the phantom, (e) the CBCT image axial view, (f) the CT image axial view, and (g) the MVCT image.

 CBCT: Cone-beam CT; CT: Computed tomography; 2D-MV: Two dimentional Mega voltage; MVCT: Mega-voltage CT.
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to the target Figure 2 (i). TB and 2300CD plans were 
named TB1 and RA1, respectively.

3D-CRT Treatment Planning
3D-CRT plans were four-field box technique plans with 
6MV, in which gantry angles were 0°,180°,90°, and 270° 
without couch and collimation angle. The MLCs were 
used to conform the PTV, and a 7mm margin was giv-
en to compensate for the penumbra and setup errors. 
In this plan, the implant material partially obstructed 
the lateral beams (90° and 270°). The MU-based cal-
culation method was used, and 154 MUs were used in 
each field to calculate the plan. TB plan was called TB2, 
and 2300CD plans were named as RA2.

IMRT Planning
The IMRT plans were seven-beam co-planar IMRT 
plans with gantry angles of 0°,51°,102°,153°,204°, 255°, 
and 306° without collimation. The beams were placed 

in such a way that the beam’s entry should not face the 
implanted material. The plans were optimized using a 
photon optimizer (PO) (version:15.6.06) for 5Gy per 
fraction dose to CTV. TB plans were named TB3, and 
2300CD plans were termed RA3. Figure 2. (iii) shows the 
beam arrangement of IMRT plans avoiding the implants.

VMAT Planning
VMAT provides the optimizer with higher degrees of 
freedom to achieve the target and organ objectives. 
MLC, gantry, and dose rate modulation in the treat-
ment beam lead to a highly conformal VMAT plan.
[17] VMAT plan with two complete arcs: clockwise 
(181°–179°) and anti-clockwise(179°–181°) without 
any collimation and couch were optimized using PO 
for 5Gy per fraction dose to CTV. The optimizer used 
an inbuilt option(exit-only) to avoid the beam’s entry 
through the implant. TB plans were named TB4, and 
2300CD plans were called RA4.

Fig. 2. (i) The Conventional plan on TB, the graph tagged to it shows the dose profile perturbation due to artifact, (ii) in 
3D-CRT, the beams eye view showed the partial occlusion of the target by implant material, (iii) IMRT plan beam 
arranaement avoiding implant, (iv) the VMAT plan beam geometry.

 TB: Truebeam; 3D-CRT: Three-dimensional conformal radiotherapy; IMRT: Intensity-modulated radiotherapy; VMAT: Volumetric-
modulated radiotherapy.

i ii
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HT Plans
The plans were created for the Radixact X9 treatment de-
livery system(Radixact X9, Accuray Inc. Sunnyvale, CA). 
The machine was equipped with 6 MV flattening filter-
free photon beams for treatment delivery, and it could 
deliver helical IMRT and tomo-direct (3D-CRT) plans. 
It had dynamic and fixed jaw treatment delivery options. 
Three jaw settings were 40×1 cm2, 40×2.5 cm2, and 40×5 
cm2; dynamic jaw options were available with the latter 
two settings. It had the binary MLC leaves consisting of 64 
leaves, each having projection of 6.25 mm at the isocen-
ter. The helical treatment delivery was the mode in which 
the couch moved constantly, and the ring gantry moved 
continuously and delivered a modulated fan beam. A 
mega-voltage CT(MVCT) of 3.2 MV was onboard, and 
available for image guidance on tomotherapy. The struc-
tures delineated on the eclipse contouring station were 
transferred to the Accuray Precision planning. All HT 
plans were created such that the entry of the beams does 
not face the implant material directly into its path using 
the planning optimizer. The HT plans were calculated us-
ing the convolution superposition algorithm.

Plans without Overwritten Density
Plan HT1 was helical delivery mode, IMRT, with dy-
namic jaws (field width 40×5 cm2), pitch 0.172, and 
modulation factor 2. The plan GTV was optimized for 
5 Gy, and PTV was for 2 Gy per fraction. Plan HT3 
was IMRT with dynamic jaws (width 40×2.5 cm2), 
pitch 0.172, and modulation factor 1.5. This plan was 
optimized to deliver 5Gy for a single target CTV, calcu-
lated, and approved for the treatment delivery.

Plans with Overwritten Density
A CT scan region without artifacts was used to obtain 
the density for overwriting the artifact region. Plan 
HT2 was created using similar settings as HT1, except 
the “artifact” was overwritten with a mass density of 
1.087 g/cc. The plan was optimized and calculated with 
this overwritten density and approved for treatment. 
The plan HT4 was again optimized with the equal ob-
jectives and settings as HT3. In this plan, the structure 
“artifact” densities were overwritten. The plan was ap-
proved for treatment delivery.

Treatment Delivery Systems
For TB, we aligned the phantom using the external 
markers placed over it and with the help of room la-
sers. We applied the shifts according to the plan iso-
center. Mega-voltage(MV) images were acquired from 
an electronic portal imaging device, and an onboard 
imager did kilo-voltage (KV) imaging; MV-KV pair 2D 

images were gathered to verify the phantom alignment. 
The cone-beam CT (CBCT) (Onboard Imager 1.6, 
Varian Medical Systems, Inc. Palo Alto, CA) was per-
formed using the pelvis scanning protocol. The cham-
ber volume and implanted materials were matched 
in 3D-matching and applied the shifts obtained. The 
treatment plan was delivered on the phantom, and dos-
es were measured in the ionization chamber contoured 
as GTV. All the plans had the same setup isocenter, so 
only the 3D matching was done after plan TB1. We 
repeated this process on Clinac-ix 2300 CD (RA) for 
setup verification and treatment delivery.

The phantom was aligned with red lasers for Radix-
act X9 tomotherapy, and an MVCT scan was taken to 
confirm the phantom location. The GTV and implants 
were matched, and the treatment was executed after 
applying the shifts.

Dose Measurement and Analysis
The CC13 ionization chamber(Model CC13,IBA Dosim-
etry GmbH, Schwarzenbruck, Germany) (volume: 0.13 
cc), in combination with the Wellhofer Dose1 electrom-
eter, was used for the point dose measurements. All the 
correction factors, the temperature and pressure (Ktp) 
and dose to water (Ndw), were used to calculate the dose. 
The mean doses from the treatment planning system 
(TPS) and the doses measured in the ion chamber were 
used to calculate the % variation. The formula used was:

%Difference= Measureddose-TPSdose ×100 Measureddose

RESULTS

Setup Verification
In all the machines, we exposed the phantom with im-
age guidance; Figure 1d shows the initial setup MV im-
age; Figure 1c shows the 3D matching with the acquired 
CBCT. The shifts were less than 1mm before the execu-
tion of the plan. Figure 1g was MVCT acquired with 
the tomotherapy; the shifts were <1 mm for HT plans.

Dosimetric Measurements
Table 1 shows the detailed comparison between mea-
sured and TPS calculated doses.In the conventional 
plans TB1 and RA1, the dose variations were −1.40% 
and−1.57%, respectively. The plans TB2 and RA2, the 
variations were −5.08%, and −4.93%, respectively. For 
IMRT plans TB3 and RA3, the differences between 
measured and TPS doses were 1.84 % and −1.55%, re-
spectively. Similarly, for VMAT plans TB4 and RA4, 
the variations were 0.68%and −0.88%.
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The tomotherapy plans with gradient HT1 and HT2 
showed more significant deviations HT1 (−3.33%) and 
HT2 (−3.53 %). Similarly, the variations for single pre-
scription plans were within 3% HT3 (−2.32%) and 
HT4 (−2.26%).

DISCUSSION

The phantom-based E2E test showed the reproducibility 
of the setup and the geometric information for all three 
machines. The phantom 3D-image showed that the arti-
facts created near the target almost blurred everything; 
the streak artifacts showed air-like patches near the 
target. These artifacts created may blur the walls of the 
bladder and rectum in prostate cases and may mislead in 
making decisions for advanced SBRT treatment modal-
ity.[18] The 2D-image verification provided a clear ori-
entation of phantom alignment with metallic implants; 
the artifacts were minimal in these images. The AAPM 
TG-63[19] also recommended verifying the lateral 
beam’s eye view using the portal imaging device. The 3D 
images pose challenges for organ matching. The multiple 
projections used in reconstructing the 3D images have 
perturbed photon profiles due to the scattered data lead-
ing to the artifacts. The CBCT uses KV beams, and the 
low-energy photons scattering is more compared to the 
high-energy photons.[20] In addition, the MVCT imag-
es had fewer artifacts than their counterparts in the pres-
ence of metallic objects. Therefore, the MVCT showed 
better 3D-matching compared to the CBCT. Aubin et 
al.[21] compared the CBCT and MVCT images and sug-
gested that the missing tissue contours can be delineated 

with the help of MVCT images. Sterzing F et al.[22] con-
ducted a study on MVCT images for treatment planning. 
They concluded that the images had limitations due to 
a reduced soft-tissue contrast but consistently demon-
strated advantages in patients with metal implants. These 
observations suggest that the MVCT images were supe-
rior to the KV-CBCT images for the metallic implant 
cases. Chapman et al.[23] concluded that the MVCT im-
ages show better visualization of the organ at risk and 
target in their study of planning bilateral hip prostheses. 
However, the imaging doses will be a matter of concern 
for the MVCT setup verification protocols. These pub-
lications studied the imaging device and the doses as-
sociated with them for radiation therapy.[24−26] They 
concluded that the imaging doses depended on the scan 
length and energy used. Therefore, the MVCT regime 
can be practiced for shorter treatment schedules, where 
the imaging doses will be less during treatment, and arti-
facts will be dealt with better precision.

Analysis of different techniques showed that in the 
conventional plans where the beam did not face any 
implant found, the dosimetric variations of <2%, that 
is, within the tolerance of ±3%.[27] The results indi-
cated that the artifact did not impact the dose calcula-
tion and delivery in single anterior fields. In Figure 2 
(i), the axial cut of the CT slice and the graph tagged 
to it showed the streak artifacts in the beam paths and 
the variation in percentage dose from the surface to the 
target; at the location of the streak artifact, observed a 
dip in percentage depth dose. There were higher devia-
tions in 3D-CRT plans when the treatment beams were 
partially occluded from the lateral sides of 90° and 270° 
gantry angles.[28] Figure 2 (ii) shows the beam’s eye 
view of one of the lateral beams. The outcome suggested 
that the 3D-CRT treatment planning should be carried 
out using beam eye-view, avoiding the beams facing the 
implant directly.[19] Mahuvava et al.[29] conducted a 
monte carlo study with a similar beam arrangement, 
and their results also showed dose loss in the lateral 
beams. The variations for IMRT plans TB3 and RA3 
were less than ±2%. Therefore, the results suggest that 
the beam arrangement for IMRT Figure 2 (iii) avoiding 
the implants works properly. Kung et al.[30] conducted 
an IMRT planning strategy using nine fields avoiding 
the implants and found similar results. Similarly, the 
VMAT plans’ variations were less than ±1%. Therefore, 
the software optimization options avoided the implant 
correctly.[31,32] The variations shown in Table 1 sug-
gest that the machine-to-machine variation among 
the same vendor is negligible; only the effect of plan-
ning techniques was significant for Varian machines. 

Table 1 Point dose measurements

Plan name Measured TPS % DIFF 
  dose (cGy) dose (cGy)

RA1 262 266.12 −1.57
RA2 386.32 405.38 −4.93
RA3 498.12 505.86 −1.55
RA4 495.84 500.18 −0.88
TB1  265.47 269.18 −1.40
TB2  386.44 406.08 −5.08
TB3  509.26 499.9 1.84
TB4  514.4 510.9 0.68
HT1 492.79 509.2 −3.33
HT2 491.07 508.4 −3.53
HT3 490.21 501.6 −2.32
HT4 489.92 501 −2.26

TPS: Treatment planning system; DIFF: Difference between measured and TPS 
dose; RA: Rapid Arc (2300-CD); TB: Truebeam; HT: Helical tomotherapy; Gy: Gray
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This was indicated in the bar graph. Figure 3 shows the 
compatibility of two machines for the same case using 
different techniques. The inter-technique differences 
were significant than the inter-machine variation.

The set of tomotherapy plans HT1 and HT2 had 
variations of more than the ±3%; the probable cause 
would be the gradient created just beyond the target, 
that is, chamber volume.[27] Density overwrites had a 
negligible impact on the treatment strategy. Likewise, 
there were less than 3% variations in the plans when 
we optimized them for a uniform prescription. In these 
plans also, the effect of density overwrite was minimal. 
Figure 4 shows the compatibility of the plans having the 
same dose objectives; the density overwrites had mini-
mal effect on the treatment delivery of the plans. Fur-
ther, it indicates that the plans with the dose gradient 
need proper attention during implementation to avoid 
higher dose variations in planned and delivered doses.

Gallo et al. conducted a similar study for spine cases 
and found that the machines could deliver equivalent re-
sults.[33] Le et al.[34] studied uncertainties in dose for 
hip implant patients using human cadavers and alkaline 
dosimeters. They reported up to 20% variations for the 
different regions near the implant. In this study, Table 1 
observations indicated the maximum variation of 5%; 
but it only includes the variation in the target dose; the 
dosimetric variations near the implant need to be studied.

This study observed all the variations and imple-
mentation-related issues with prosthesis patients. Re-
sults can be used in decision-making, setting up the de-
partmental protocols for implant patients and further 
can be used for intercomparison. The absence of actual 

bladder and rectum densities was the limitation of this 
study. Future research must consider non-coplanar 
beams and metal reduction algorithms.[35]

CONCLUSION

The phantom design used in the E2E test provided a 
comprehensive understanding of simulation and de-
livery problems. IMRT and VMAT techniques using 
beam avoidance were the best approach for planning 
on Varian machines. In tomotherapy, MVCT images 
were adequate for visualizing treatment geometry. The 
plan implementation in the gradient regions must be 
verified to avoid delivery errors. The variations in de-
livery techniques for the two vendors helped us decide 
the departmental protocol for the prosthesis cases.
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 RA: Rapid Arc (2300 -CD); TB: Truebeam; 3D-CRT: Three-di-
mensional conformal radiotherapy; IMRT: Intensity-modulat-
ed radiotherapy; VMAT: Volumetric-modulated radiotherapy.
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